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Abstract: Ideological-political course of higher institutions is the one equally emphasizing on intellectuality and morality, theory and
practical teaching. It is the main channel for the complement of fundamental task of setting high moral values and cultivating persons and
the core curriculum for the education of the socialist core values, and it can help students to set up correct world value, life value and moral
value. This research studied studied the practical teaching pattern based on “micro media”, with socialist core values blending into the
practical teaching of ideological-political theory curriculum as its logical starting point, in hopes of increasing the effectiveness of practical
teaching of ideological-political theory course and of enhancing the quality of talent training.
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fairness, rule of law, patriotism, dedication, honesty and amicability
Introduction

to actively foster and perform socialist core value. These twenty-four

Present Xi has pointed out at the national conference of
ideological and political education of colleges and universities on
th

th

December, 7 and 8 2016 that colleges and universities should
adhere to consider setting up morality and cultivating talents as their
heart of teaching and apply the ideological-political education to the
whole process of teaching and education so as to fulfill the task of
cultivating talents throughout the teaching process and educating
persons in a all-round manner and thus strive to make a new scenery
for the development of national higher education cause (Xi, 2016).
Higher institutions should unyieldingly foster and promote socialist
core values and guide teachers and students to be firm believer,
active communicator and model performer of socialist core value.
Ideological-political theory course serves as the main channel for
fulfilling fundamental task of setting high moral values and
cultivating persons, and also the core curriculum for the education of
socialist core values, and it is able to help students to set up correct
world value, life value and moral value (Xi, 2014). Therefore,
provided is a subject for studying how socialist core values can play
a leading role in enhancing the effectiveness of ideological-political
theory curriculum of higher institutions for setting up morality and
cultivating persons.
1. The necessity of integrity of socialist core values into the
practical teaching of ideological-political theory course
The reports of 18th National People’s Congress has promoted
prosperity, democracy, civilization, harmony, liberty, equality,

Chinese characters has formed a basic rule for setting up a correct
value. Socialist core value is consistent with the practical teaching of
ideological-political theory course in terms of requirement, purpose
and ways for implementation. It is an inevitable trend and practical
need for the blending of socialist core value with the practical
teaching of ideological-political theory course.
1.1 Inexorable requirements for socialist core values
Value is a system of view of persons on the knowledge of
essences of values, and on standards, principles and ways for
evaluating others and materials. Core value is the carrier of nation
and national pursuit of spirit, and it reflects the value criteria for a
society to judge merits. The summarization of socialist core values
has answered what kinds of country and society we are going to
build and what types of civic we are about to foster. To completely
fulfill the spirit of 18th National People’s Congress, General Office of
CPC has issued Views on Cultivation and Practice of Socialist Core
Values which requires “the integrity of cultivation and practice of
socialist core values to the whole process of national education”. It is
pointed out by Xi Jinping, the general secretary of the CPC, in the
Youth Should Consciously Practice Socialist Core Values that the
value orientation of the young determines the value orientation of
whole society and he has put forward the historical mission, duty of
era and cultivation standards for contemporary youth to set up and
practice socialist core values. Ideological-political theory education
is an important part of national eduction and shoulders heavy
responsibilities of cultivating builders and successors of the cause of
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socialism with Chinese characteristics. To blend socialist core values

With cultivating and practicing the socialist core values as the

with ideological-political theory course is the necessary requisition

theme, the Marxist College of Hunan City University is proactively

for the cultivation and practice of socialist core values.

exploring the new patterns, methods and tactics for the teaching of

1.2 Internal requirement for ideological-political theory

ideological-political theory course by developing a “five-micros”
teaching approach based on “micro media”, including the

course
Ideological-political theory course, which is theoretical,

“micro-videos” for the course An Introduction to Mao Zedong

political and ideological, is not only a theory course but a moral and

Thought and the Theoretical System of Socialism with Chinese

educational one. Each curriculum included has its own theoretical

Characteristics,

system. It can help students employ the world outlook and

Cultivation and Legal Basis, “micro-essays” for The Basic

methodology of Marxism to understand Chinese modern history and

Principles of Marxism, “micro-dramas” for Outline of Modern

learn the national condition of contemporary China based on the

Chinese

grasp of basic principles of Marxism, basic sequence of Chinese

ideological-political theory courses. The teaching approach not only

modern-contemporary history and basic theory of Marxism

follows the cognitive, psychological and thinking patterns of

Sinicization. Students’ abilities of theoretical cognition and

students but also effectively makes the practical teaching of

competence in analyzing problems, therefore, are enhanced. It also

ideological-political theory course in universities more attractive,

has moral and educational functions whereby students are able to set

efficient and targeted to raise the quality of teaching.

“micro-photos”

History,

and

the

for

Ideological

learning

and

Moral

website

for

up correct outlook on world, on life and on value to continuously

2.1 “Micro-videos” of the practical teaching pattern for the

improve their personality during the process of ideological-political

course of An Introduction to Mao Zedong Thought and the

education.

Theoretical System of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics

and. Socialist core values have set forth the following

rules for values from national, social and civic levels, which not only

A “micro-videos” competition is held with the topic of

reflects the essential requirements of socialism and inherits Chinese

“cultivating and practicing the socialist core values” for all

excellent traditional culture but absorbs the fruits of world

sophomores in the university. The activities are listed as follows:

civilization and shows the spirit of times. It is the internal

First, assigning the task of shooting “micro-videos” to all

requirement of ideological-political theory courses to integrate

students in the 1st week. Every student is required to make

socialist

of

“micro-videos” with their knowledge acquired according to the topic.

ideological-political theory course so as to play a educational role in

Plagiarism and downloading are not allowed. Videos should feature

core

values

with

the

practical

teaching

setting up morality and cultivating talents by helping students to

distinctive and positive content. Students are asked to submit videos

internalize socialist core values and put them into practice.

to teachers before the 6th week.
Second, teachers collect the “micro-videos” and inform students

1.3 Practical Needs for the Ideological Front
Exchanges and conflicts between various ideologies and
cultures, diverting and changeable values as well as, in particular, the
turbulent waves of thoughts that come from the information era have

of perfection advice in the 7th week.
Third, finishing the list of “micro-videos” candidates in the 9th
week. 5 excellent videos should be selected by everyone.

been exercising a huge impact on the dominance of mainstream

Fourth, the final of “micro-videos” competition in the 12th

values among university students. Thus there appeared something

week. Teachers rate videos to decide the winners and their rankings.

negative: their ideals and faiths are blurred; their political beliefs are

The top 100 will be awarded prizes in the ceremony.

faltered; and their values are distorted. Hostile countries and their
forces are always peddling their peaceful evolution in our country.
The youths are their target of “freedom, democracy and human
rights” propaganda in attempt to halt or even overturn the socialist

Fifth, excellent videos are uploaded to the website of Marxism
College in the 13th week.
2.2 “Micro-essays” of practical teaching pattern for The Basic
Principles of Marxism

construction of China. It is important to concentrate on cultivating

A “micro-essays” competition is held with the topic of

righteous values for the youths as they are in a period of forming and

“cultivating and practicing the socialist core values” for all

establishing their values. A prosperous and powerful country is built

sophomores in the university. The activities are listed as follows:

by prosperous and powerful young people. Given the current

First, assigning the task of writing essays to all students in the

complex circumstances at home and abroad, it is even more urgent to

1st week. Every student is required to write a short essay with

guide university students for correct world view, life view and value.

1000-1500 characters, which has a clear thesis and adequate

Socialist core values inherit from the merits of traditional Chinese

argument and reasoning. It should demonstrate the thesis with

culture, providing a basic guideline for students’ correct values.

practical experience, data and relevant material. Examples and

Incorporating

ideological-

statistics can both be used for reasoning. Hard copy and electronic

political theory course is an urge to keep the front of socialist core

version must be submitted; plagiarism and downloading are not

values and a practical need for fortifying the dominance of Marxist

allowed. Students are asked to submit essays to teachers before the

in the ideological field.

6th week.

socialist

core

values

into

Second, rating the essays in the 7th week. Essays are rated in
2. A New Teaching Pattern for Incorporation of Socialist
Core

Values

into

the

Ideological-political Theory Course

Practical

Teaching

of

four grades: excellent, good, fair, and poor. The grade constitutes a
part of regular performance grade. 25% of students can be rated
excellent, 50% good, and 25% fair and poor. Those who fail to
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promptly hand in the essay or follow the requirements and who

exhibition and awarding. In every class, 1-2 excellent dramas are

attempt to plagiarize will be rated poor.

selected by the teachers, and the teaching and research office

Third, deciding the candidates for the speech contest in the 8th

organize a university-level performance or online display for rating.

week. 2 contestants should be selected by every class from those

The first, second and third prizes are awarded to dramas listed as

who win the “excellent” grade.

candidates, and students who produced the dramas obtain credentials

Fourth, preliminary contest in the 9th week. A first prize winner

and prize money.

is elected in the preliminary held within a class, and other candidates

Sixth, students’ efforts in the activities are referred to by the

are third prize winners. 5-8 minutes are given to every contestant.

teachers for giving their grades of regular performance, which

Fifth, the final in the 10th week. First prize winners in class

account for 1/3 of the grades and 10 points of the total scores.

preliminaries will take part in the final, where several first prize

Students who complete as required can be rated fair (6-7 points);

winners and second prize winners will be created. Those eliminated

who win the recognition of teachers, good (8-9 points); and who are

in the preliminaries will be awarded the third prize and credentials.

awarded, excellent (10 points).

2.3 “Micro-photos” for Ideological and Moral Cultivation and

2.5 Learning website for Ideological-political Theory Course
Based on existing high-quality teaching resources, we pilot

Legal Basis
A “micro-photos” competition is held with the topic of

online teaching and develop ideological-political online courses to

“cultivating and practicing the socialist core values” for all freshmen

build a system for online teaching resources. The learning website

in the university. The activities are listed as follows:

for

ideological-political

theory

course

is

established

First, assigning the task of taking “micro-photos” to all students

(http://58.47.143.3/mks/index.jsp), including excellent works in the

in the 1st week. Every student is required to provide a “micro-photo”

practical teaching of the four ideological-political theory courses. It

based on knowledge acquired and the theme. The photos should be

is not only a place to showcase the achievements of students’

taken from students’learning and lives, with captions for background

theoretical and practical learning but also a channel for

introduction. Photos are supposed to reflect the positive sides of the

student-teacher interaction and communication.

society and the essence of the socialist core values. No plagiarism
and downloading are allowed. They should be submitted in PPT
form and before the 6th week to teachers.
Second, photos are selected within classes in the 8th week. Two
photos are to be selected by every class.
Third, the final in the 11th week. 50 photos will be rated by
experts to award the first prize to 6 students, the second prize to 10
students, and the third prize, 12 students.
Fourth, photos are displayed on exhibition boards and websites.
2.4 “Micro-drama” for Outline of Modern Chinese History
A “micro-drama” competition is held with the topic of
“cultivating and practicing the socialist core values” for all freshmen
in the university. The activities are listed as follows:
First, the teaching plan for Outline of Modern Chinese History
are announced in the 1st week. Every student is mobilized to

3. Effects of Practical Teaching of Incorporating the
Socialist Core Values into Ideological-political Theory Course
In order to coordinate regular, practical and online teaching as
well as capitalize on regular teaching as the mainstream, and
practical and online teaching as the supplementary, the Marxism
College

of

Hunan

City

University

has

implemented

the

“five-micros” practical teaching approach based on “micro media”
and the socialist core values for 5 semesters, which benefited more
than 40 thousand (person-time) students. Meanwhile, the approach
popular with students has been recognized among upper-level
regulators and colleagues.

--------------------------------------------------------------------

understand the purpose, meaning, content, form, approach,
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